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00:06

G'Day, and welcome to Adventures On The Road. I'm Shane your host. In our magazine style

podcast, we will have various segments including in the spotlight, featuring regions, towns, events,

or some where to stay, in cook up, you will hear some great recipes and tips for cooking on the

road. And what's new, which can be about, well, anything that's new or different. We also have a

main topic in each episode, where you will hear about experiences not to be missed. Awesome,

detailed information on events, places, or attractions to visit. So come with us on adventures on

the road. First up, let's talk to Greg Donovan from the big red bash held in July in far western

Queensland, near the iconic town of it's all good. Hey, Greg, how you going?

01:02

Yeah Good Shane, How are you? Yeah, good.

01:04

Good. So another year for the bash

01:07

Yeah, another year. We're into our seventh year this year, so gets gets better every year.

01:12

Okay, so tell me a little bit about
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01:14

how it started. Well, it actually started back in 2013, which was six years ago but seven event. It

really just started it didn't start out to become a big Music Festival. We started out by John

Williamson come and play a solo set on top of the big red dune and we did that as part of a

running event we established down in the simpson desert call the big red run. So it was really just

a celebrating the start of that new desert running event, the first of its type in Australia and word

got out that John Williamsonwas playing on the big red dune and a few people wanted to come

along so we thought I'll sell some tickets and add a few hundred people rock up. And so that's

that's it. So from those really small to the humble beginnings, it's just grown and grown every year.

And you know, last year with John Farnham headlining, we had around about 9000 people and

we're expecting a sort of a similar sized crowd, this year with with Midnight Oil headlining, they're

only Midnight Oil's only major show in Australia for 2019. In fact, they haven't played any shows in

Australia since their, great circle to a finished back in 2017. So it's a real privilege to be able to

bring what is one of Australia's most iconic bands to the outback to play in front of the big red

Dune,

02:32

I can't imagine anybody better to be performing on the on the big red sand dune, Midnight Oil.

Wow, that's sensational. So who else have we got coming up?

02:43

Well, for this year, we've got more we've got a heap we've got the living in. We've got Casey

chambers, the Chantoozee' we have got Richard Clapton, 1927, Busby Maroy. Then also Wendy

Matthews remarkable from the choir boys still kill from the church but the Euro gliders, chocolate

starfish, doll rider from boom crash up for Mark Williams dragon. The one against Neil Murray,

Steve Balbege from noise works so yeah, look, it's a it's a huge lineup. Yeah, look, we've got a

fantastic lineup of great Australian talent, who's going to play playing the big red dream for three

days at night.

03:23

And that backdrop of the big, big red, red sand dune is quite amazing, isn't it?

03:28

Yeah, yeah. So yeah, it's, it's amazing. I think it's probably the one of the most spectacular stage

backdrops natural stage backdrops who you ever likely to see. And it's spectacular by day, you
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know, you've got kids boogie boarding up and down the gym, which you can see when you're

watching the concert. And then at night, you know, when when it falls dark, we've got the lights

and lasers going on the gym behind the stage. And it's a really fantastic backdrop for a stage,

03:54

The sun would be setting over the back of the same gene as well, why wouldn't it? Yes, see,

04:00

That's right sunsets directly behind the Sand dune about six o'clock, we'll just start to 6pm which

makes a really great, you know, great setting in and having that sunset behind the artists and,

you know, usually we've got our headline artists coming along, coming on, you know, sunset and

the end of the night. So it's gonna be fantastic. And this year, we've even that organized for the

full moon full moon to rise. In the middle of midnight all set, we've got a full moon rising up above

the gym, so can't get much better than that.

04:27

Geez, you certainly know how to turn on a good show and organize all the right aesthetics as well,

though,

04:33

I took that took a bit of organizing the moon

04:37

not very flexible, those people who organize when the moon comes up and goes down.

04:43

Okay, so usually what time does the Etertainment start of an afternoon.

04:49

Usually we sort of kick off sort of early afternoon, sort of around one o'clock, you know, one

o'clock or thereabouts, and we go we don't get to look too late at night, we sort of tend to go to

bed so that eight o'clock or Eight 30 it does get cold at night and people like to get back to the

campfires and sit around the fire and you know, have a have a drink and have a chat and all that
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before they hit the bed. Yeah, we think sort of seven hours of great music a day is plenty and

people are content with that and happy to head back to the back to their camp. So it's a real

family friendly event. We've got you know, hundreds of families You know, I think well I probably

six or 700 families and 15 1600 kids this year. So you know, it's a really, really good thing and

probably like to keep their hours respectable.

05:29

Yeah. So it's obviously focused on the family things to do for the kids during the day is it?

05:34

Oh yeah, we've got plenty of stuff going on. During the day I'm in the kids can obviously go to the

big red dune and do a bit of dune surfing and a bit of fun like that. Or we've got you know, we've

got a beach volleyball set on top of big red, there's camel rides. There's kid shows in the main

plaza. You know, this year we're going to have special classes or special sessions for kids to paint

Danny doors and a whole bunch of eco tours spread throughout the event. And you know, we

wanting people to put their own artistic touch on the door so anything with the Dunny door

painting, there's all sorts of stuff going on. There's helicopter rides, you know, just just just do their

own thing they know it's a really safe environment and it's fantastic for families.

06:16

Okay, last year you guys tempted a world record with the nut bush most number of people doing

the neck push to the limit stage

06:25

Yeah yeah we did we have a couple of really fun crowd participation activities during the event

and get the crowd pumped up and in the mood and having a bit of fun so yeah, so last year, we

decided we would try and break the world record for the biggest not much dance that was city

limits at Tina Turner song and everybody knows that dance and loves that dance. So we we we've

got about 1800 people all doing the dance together was fully satisfied by the Guinness Book of

Records. And you know, we brought you know, we met all the various criteria that was fantastic

and people had a lot of fun that data for a minimum of five minutes non stop to qualify for the

record. So it was all done on our sort of second stage deal with a big DJ blasting out the music

and so it was so much fun and people want to do it again. So this year we're coming back for

more we want to break your own record and we're going to up the ante a bit. So we're going to

have a song by a live live band on stage whatever Tina Turner impersonator singing and we're

going to broadcast it all up on the big screens in the concert area. So we're really, really going to
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be gonna be a lot of fun for people to be involved with and all the money we raised from from

doing that goes to the Royal flying doctor service who are our charity partner for the event.

07:34

Yeah, the town itself. Birdsville has got a small population, I think it's around about 100 odd, it

must be awesome when the population suddenly grows from over 100 people in town to

thousands.

07:47

Yeah, it's amazing sight, you know, you just see them rolling into town and they just keep rolling in

and rolling in and you know, it's you guys from sort of hundred to 10,000 virtually, but you know,

quickly the way we've got the concert structured, people can roll into the concert site, the big red

over sort of a three day period so people tend to roll into town they might stay a night or they

might just just stay for the day pick up their tickets and head out the big red and you know, so

that that sort of world through town makes the whole numbers manageable you know, they have

10,000 birds for all at the same time. You know, things to be things be pretty crowded and they

have they are very crowded as people roll through but it's manageable and it's a great

atmosphere and everyone everyone has a great time

08:30

I lovely the people of the town and the Diamantina shire council there just love the event don't

they

08:37

Oh they do it's an amazing boost not only for the town and the Diamantina shire but really the

whole whole sort of Outback area of really little town gets get some really great benefits so when

people come to this event from virtually every corner, Australia, they're coming from every town

city and region in Australia are converging into the middle which is just sensational, you know, for

for all those small towns and and the listeners who you know, a lot of them doing very tough

during times of drought and you know, they see others have been affected by the flood and up

and up in the Queensland Outback. So, you know, it's really great to have this have these tourists

coming through and spending their money

09:12

yeah, I think this year it's going to be a little bit different to perhaps previous years because of the
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floodwaters that have been through have been looking at some satellite photos recently and it's

going to be a different experience as well. Just traveling there and seeing that the countryside

isn't it?

09:30

Oh, yeah, it's gonna be amazing there there was widespread widespread flooding throughout the

outback from two different sort of Rain events one in February, huge, huge rain event up there in

in February and also Cyclone Trevor that passed through the flood waters from that and now

making their way down south to like so not only is all of the outback can be great, and we're

going to see the wallflowers and then all of that, but, you know, those lucky enough to down to

like air or do a do a flight over like we're going to see, like a probably it's at its highest level since

it's been since 1974. So you know, if there's ever a year to get to the outback and and see it like it

is it's it's this year, I mean, there are quite a few roads closed still at the moment, but they are they

will be opening up over the next couple of weeks. And in certainly by July, by the time the group

best comes around, access will be fine. And you know, people people are in the in for a real a real

treat when they when they head out back. Luckily, I had a big red where the concert is we haven't

had too much rain or a water impacting out there. So we've, you know, still got to be the dust to

keep that Outback spirit happening out of the event.

10:46

There's nothing like a little bit of dust is there

10:49

You can;t go home from the outback without it

10:52

Greg, what, with people who are going to be traveling out to the big red bash this year? Are there

any little tips or tricks or suggestions you would make on the journey to or from the bash,

11:07

Ah look we tend to just advise people about, you know, the safe driving elements in the outback, a

lot of people who may not have been to the outback, before, you know need to need to drive

cautiously, will be single line bitumen with big trucks traveling on them. So you gotta pull over for

the trucks and their could be soft edges. You know, you've got driving at night when there's a lot

of wildlife around kangaroos and so forth and black cows wandering onto the road. So one of the
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biggest things we really try and impress on people is to not to be in a hurry to allow yourself

plenty of time, add an extra day in the itinerary and just just cruise along plan more stops, you

know, have rest breaks down a lot of people traveling on the roads at that time. So it will be busy.

So and you know, look, we just, we just want to see everybody get out of the event safely and get

back home safely. So so that's one of our biggest things and obviously being prepared. You know,

having your vehicles prepared having your bans prepared for those Outback conditions. There's

lots of different things that you can do to to make sure you make sure you're prepared.

12:10

All right. Look, Greg, I want to thank you for your time today. And I sure that bash will be a great

time again yet again this year. So all the best and hope to talk to you again soon.

12:23

Thank's Shane we can't wait looking forward to July

12:25

All the best Greg and to everyone who are traveling to the big red bash this year.

12:31

In the spotlight is a segment where we feature a region a town somewhere to stay or an event in

this episode. It's an event Jason from caravan in Queensland he with me to tell us about what's in

store for us at the 2019 caravan camping and touring Super Show. G'Day, Jason,

12:52

G'Day Shane how are you mate

12:53

good mate yourself?

12:55

Very good. Very good. As good as I can be in the week leading into the biggest caravanning event

in Queensland.
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13:02

Yeah, I'll bet you've got your not roller skates on but jet boots on?

13:07

Yes, I do.

13:10

I need one of those hover boards.

13:12

Yes. Just be careful when you're charging it.

13:16

Exactly. Yeah, this is the 51st show. Where is it starting and finishing Jas,

13:22

Yeah mate, it's our, like you said it's a 51st Caravan show. It starts in Brisbane on the fifth of June

and it runs through until Monday the tenth at at the Brisbane show grounds most people would

know it as the RNA showgrounds

13:40

Okay, so roughly how many exhibitors in total are displaying this year?

13:45

This year we've got around about 250 that could creep up as well we've got you know we're a

week away from opening so there's always we always get interest from people in that last week

smaller guys but yeah, we were looking at the it'll be just over 250 in total which is quite quite a

number

14:05

I can imagine a lot of planning and organizing to get get all that happening. Yes.
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14:12

So how many different caravan brands you think will be there?

14:18

Oh when you when you talk about brands you you know you could look at umm at caravans

motorhomes camper trailers, there will be over 60 individual brands on display, this this without a

doubt is is the the biggest show in Queensland and the only show we're going to see every single

major brand on display it's a great opportunity for people to come and compare in every every

single brand it's a bit bit mind boggling

14:48

Okay, they'll also be like accessories for people that are in the caravan and camping as well won't

there?

14:55

yeah definitely mate, so caravanning and camping accessories there's a 4 by 4 accessories towing

accessories, there's everything everything that you can imagine you were you would require to get

yourself set up to to get on the road get out on the road start caravanning you'll find it at this

event.

15:17

But there's also more than just products to buy there's also good areas to get information like in

the tourism Pavilion.

15:25

Yeah, there are there's some wonderful people working up in there as well I hear it's it's it's it's a

you can come to the show you can not only look at the products but then you can speak to tour

operators and caravan parks and and regional tour people from regional tourist areas within

Queensland and also across across the country and other areas. So you can you can start

planning your trip while you're at the show.

15:49

That's right, that's where we'll be we'll be on the Caravanningsin Queensland stand.
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15:52

The greatest stand in the show I hear

15:54

Absolutely.

15:57

So mate what what's new this year perhaps from last year so this year

16:02

The Brisbane showgrounds where we're fortunate in that they are they're redeveloping it so

they're so each each year we were provided with a different footprint so we have to we have to

move move the show onto the show to make room for new buildings and new areas. So so the

show itself will look different and it's a different layout we've got a new a new building with a

couple of new levels so that that in itself will you know people will walk in there and get a different

feel because it has changed but then we do have some other new introductions this year so we've

changed change the format of some of our educational sessions we normally we run seminars

each year or we've taken a different approach to that this year so instead of conducting seminars

in a in a room we're moving them outside and we're having more interactive and educational

type displays so a cooking area which so has outdoor outdoor educational speakers so people

talking about solar as well and we've got a weights and a towing masterclass area. So we have

experts in their field who are who will walk you through what it means to set up your tow vehicle

properly and and and safely and head of how to distribute the white appropriately through your

van and your vehicle

17:26

Excellent that's that's always important when you're traveling on the road,

17:31

That's it mate. Yeah.

17:33

Okay, so the I believe you can buy tickets beforehand what what's the advantage in doing that?
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17:40

So with you if you buy tickets through our through our website so through caravanqld.com.au and

just follow follow the links when you get on it. But some the benefit for buying the tickets

beforehand Will you won't have to queue that's one thing but , you actually get free train travel

with that ticket as well. So that is travel for free on any city train network within the southeast

Queensland area so that some you know you can travel up from the Gold Coast direct into the

Showgrounds or the Sunshine Coast even as far as Ipswich, Rosewood you know, get jump on a

train and it takes you straight into the Showgrounds. It's really convenient you miss all the traffic

miss all that city driving and and all you need to do is change trains in the city at Central or Roma

Sr and get on the free loop service.

18:31

Oh, that's that's a great idea. And that makes

18:33

the best way to come to best way to come to the show mate, Don't you know, there's there's

limited parking in the area. And this is just so convenient.

18:43

Absolutely. And particularly if you're coming from say as you just mentioned the GoldCoast or the

Sunshine Coast or or out Ipswich way, What a great way to to spend your day traveling on the

train, do the show and back home again without any hassles.

18:57

Yeah, we've done it ourselves as a family, if we've got an event that we need to go to in in town,

we will drive and park at one of the one of the other stations on the line and just jump on a train

and within 10 15 minutes you're right in there. It's great. And and yeah, like we said that that travel

comes free with your with your ticket with your entry ticket.

19:17

So because there's only limited parking, we really wanting to encourage people to use this, this

great benefit of pre buying your tickets and getting the train in so that you haven't got the hassle

of finding some where to park.
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19:30

Exactly, it's the way to go.

19:32

Okay, so what do we got lined up for the kids.

19:37

So the kids we've got some on the weekend so Saturday and Sunday with our friends at CIL

insurance are presenting a camping kids zone which which will have a indoor ninja obstacle

course so the kids can get in there and tackle this tackle this obstacle course and it gets them

active we're trying to through their kids activities, we like to try to get kids active and, and moving

and tire them out for their parents so they get home and go to bed. Speaking from experience,

we've also got a rock wall, which the kids can try and master again, that's on the Saturday and

Sunday and then also for the little kids is a face painting. So there's there's plenty for them to do

when they come to the show, which is always it was a good thing to keep the kids entertained.

20:27

Yeah, it's a funny thing about that face painting, but I've seen some rather large kids have their

face painted as well at the shows.

20:35

Yes, I think so. So you may see someone on the Caravanning Queensland stand with the face

painting I don't know I'm just saying

20:44

I'll keep my eye out

20:48

Okay, now those who know me and you probably want to taste this I do get hungry at the shows

and so is the going to be good food there for us.

21:02
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Now that I mentioned before the redevelopment of the show so what that has meant as part part

of this redevelop that redevelopment they've, there is this street which runs which is adjacent to

the showgrounds. It's called King Street. Now it is lined with some of the best restaurants bars

takeaways cafes in Brisbane. So that is literally at one of the gates you walk out gate to and

you're on King Street with a choice of everything from from World Class French dining through to

Mexican and burgers and it's fantastic. So that's outside the show, literally right next door. But

inside the show, we've got a little food court set up in different areas where you can up typical

food trucks so you can get in everything from a from a slow cooked pork pork roll right through to

a pizza or burgers or this is this so much choice. You're not going to get hungry Shane.

22:02

That's that's good know. Thanks, Jason. Appreciate it. I have organised it just for you mate.

22:06

Yeah, right. Good on you. Thank you, you'll keep.

22:10

Now you, usually have a competition with with a great prize each year what what's in store for us

this year at the 2019 show.

22:19

So this year, we're very fortunate to have our friends at Jayco, have have come on board with us.

And we are giving away a it's Jayco's first ever hybrid camper. So it's a Jayco cross track. Hybrid

camper, it's valued. It's just under $37,000. Yeah, so one one lucky one lucky winner will will be

walking away with that prize, which is fantastic. So we're very, very excited about that and really

appreciate the support from from our mates down at Jayco.

22:55

Okay, I assume that will be on display somewhere in the show.

22:58

Yeah, it will, in the Royal International Convention Center. So upstairs, that's Jayco stand stand

520 you'll be able to go and have a look at the price that that you can wait. And Shane, you can't

put an entry in because I hear that you're working. So I'm sorry.
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23:18

Oh, that's okay. That's all right. I'll let you off this time.

23:23

We do have so that's the first prize second prize Dometic have given us a getaway pack with with

a fridge and an icebox and third prize Ingennia Holidays have given us an accommodation there

too. So um, so there's, there's 3 different prizes there ranging in value, but some come along. And

when you when you when you come to the show, as you enter every every person that enters the

show will get a passport. That's called the passport to freedom. And you need to follow the

instructions on that passport and visit the six different locations around the show. And they'll be

as a secret code word at each six in each of the six locations. You record that on the passport

complete, you enter the details and drop it in the barrel at one of the one of the exit points and

you're in the running.

24:14

Excellent, I'm sure there'll be heaps of people walking around with the passport in their hand

looking for that secret code word they will buy. Okay, so Jason, it's just you and me now, just

having a chat. No one is listening.

24:32

Can you give me a scoop? A scoop?

24:37

Let me think should I say anything about this? Or is it because it's you and me? So you might

recall last year we had a little project where we

24:49

we wanted to do something something special for our 50th caravan show, which was last year

and yeah, we came up with the idea to build something to build a caravan of Lego bricks.

25:02
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Yes, yes.

25:04

Now I did it saying that. Yeah,

25:06

we were actually building it at last year's show. And we finished it. So it's it hasn't been on public

display in its completed state, so I can tell you right now we're going to be bringing the fully

completed Lego. It's a full full size caravan made out of Lego bricks. It'll be on display in the

tourism building at at the show this year. And it'll be proudly displaying its official Guinness World

Records certificate, which was awarded late last year. So so there's your scoop, mate

25:43

Ah that's sensational or that that's definitely something everybody will want to go and have a

look at this year's show.

25:50

So that's in the tourism building. Mate

25:52

Excellent. Look forward to seeing that. Well, Jason, um, I can tell by the noises in the background.

You're a very busy man. And I want to thank you for your time this morning. And filling us all in on

what's happening at the 2019 caravan camping and touring Super Show at the Brisbane

Showgrounds from the fifth of June. So look forward to seeing you there. And thanks very much

for your time. I'll let you get back to it. Yep. Thanks. Shane good to talk to you, mate .

26:21

Welcome to cookup, where about to chat with Jodie and she's going to tell us about one of her

favorite dessert recipes. Over to you Jodie. Hey Shane. Thanks for having me on your very first

episode. Here is my cheats apple crumble. I've done this so many different ways in the microwave,

various ovens, and on the fire. Choose your favorite way and let's get on with it. First of all, we

mixed together in a cooking dish of your choice. A can of pie Apple, I tend to use the small one,

but you can use the large one if you wish, you'll just have to double the recipe mix, with your pie

Apple, two tablespoons of sugar and one tablespoon of nutmeg. Often Add sultanas or dried
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cranberries for something a bit different. But that's just a personal thing. Once you've done that,

it's just a matter of putting the topping together. So six plain biscuits, I use malt, but you can use

butternut basically whatever is your favourite, add two tablespoons of quick outs, two

tablespoons of brown sugar, two weet-bix, crush that all up with a teaspoon of nutmeg, and

cinnamon, or all spice if that's all you've got crush it well sprinkle it on top of the apple and you're

basically ready to go. So that can sit there all day if need be and you just drag it out. When it's

time to cook. The only thing you need to add is four tablespoons of butter or margarine melted.

Just pour that on top of the crumble and into your oven for about 30 minutes at 180 or until it

tops golden brown. Now we tend to serve it with custard cream or ice cream. And I even use this

recipe at home if I ever need to whip up a really quick dessert. But I really love this recipe because

it takes 10 minutes to prepare, and people rave about it. And if you've got more time, you can jazz

it up. If you want to give it a go, you'll find a copy of the recipe on our website adventures on the

road.com.au. Lastly, hope you enjoy back to you Shane. What's new, and this episode? It's Glass

on the Grass. Well, hi, everyone. I've got something a little bit out of the ordinary for you today on

our podcast, a new product, that I saw when I was in Sydney at the Sydney show last month, and I

thought it was a very interesting product. And I wanted to get the people on that are responsible

for this product to have a chat to us and enlighten you about glass on the grass. And I'm talking

to Lee How are you?

29:23

I'm great, Shane, how are you?

29:25

I'm fine. Thanks.

29:26

Congratulations on getting out Adventures On The Road up and running.

29:30

Thank you for that. And I just can't wait for us to have a bit of a chat and talk about glass on the

grass. Tell us a little bit about you and how you got to where we are

29:42

today. So I guess it's it's a partnership. So my partner Stephen and I are real outdoor people we

love adventure traveling like most of your listeners, I'm sure. And we also enjoy a glass of wine. We
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don't drink a lot. But when we do enjoy a glass of wine, we like drink it out of a real glass. I guess

we're a little bit traditional in that sense. But love, love wine makers that make great wine and

want to respect it, they drop I guess, So my , Steven is an industrial designer by trade and one of

those born problem solvers is always solving everyone else's problems. And I'm that I'm the

people person with the sales and marketing backgrounds.

30:24

What is glass on the grass?

30:26

Well, grass on the grass, I'll tell you how it was born, I think and then they'll show you what it is. So

that's on the grass was really born out of an experience, we had one of many but where we saw

one at a picnic, we were actually at a festival, one of those grown up festivals where you had to

have a bottle of wine, and all of our glasses one after the other fell to the ground. And Stephen

being that poor born problem solver said I'm gonna solve this problem. And not only am I going

to solve this problem that I'm going to create something, you can sit in the back pocket of a pair

of jeans that people actually use to put on their glass, so that doesn't fall over. So it's a simple

idea. It's a wine coaster that you slide on to the base of a real wine glass or plastic wine glass to

stabilize it so you can put you glass down anyway,

31:14

it does look really good. And it does work. Cos I've tried it.

31:20

And absolutely makes it this because we like to drink a glass of wine outdoors.

31:27

I have tried it and it. I'm amazed how stable it is. It's a really, really clever design. And it's

obviously answering a problem and a need for anybody that has to use a wine glass or, want's to

use a wine glass. Where's it made? The big question?

31:45

Where's it made, The big question? The big question is this is made here,
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31:49

that wasn't an easy decision. And it hasn't been an easy road for us. We backed this so we don't

have any big backers We are a duo team, husband and wife team, and we did make the decision

to make it in Australia. A lot of our development we needed to go offshore for and development

of our tooling but we made the investment to bring all that tooling back to Australia. Most people

thought we were crazy but we love the idea that we do make it in Australia and we actually

mentioned in the Northern Beaches of Sydney absolutely Australian made and we're really proud

of that too. And it's it's as I said it's not an easy thing to to make things in Australia but we

thought it was important to do and to be honest to it gives us that flexibility we don't want to be

jumping on a plane everytime we need to go and check things we'd rather spend our weekends

doing adventurous things. You know rather than jumping on a plane and visiting factories in other

countries,

32:46

Lee obviously you have it available online through your your website that correct.

32:53

We do glass on the grass dot com and we'll we'll have links for the website on our podcasts,

Facebook page and our web our website as well.

33:05

For everyone out there who wants to find out about this great product they'll be able to go

directly to your website.

33:14

Do you do you have any any sockists other than buying it from online?

33:18

We do and we really love our stockists too, although we want to be available online for everybody

and encourage people to go online and look at our website and buy from us. We also arh really

value and and very fortunate to have some great stockists, we're in quite a few wineries. We're in

lots of giftware stores around the country, right from Tasmania, up to Broome and everywhere in

between.
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33:42

Are there any other products that you've got in the background that you might be letting out

soon.

33:49

Just done a soft launch and just about to have that up and live and running of glass on the boat,

which is coming from a popular demand, I guess from glass on the grass. And it's the same

product with a non slip face for boaties. So you take those glasses of wine on the boat. We also

because of lots of requests have a glow in the dark version when you're having a glass of wine

late at night outdoors. And they're both available now on our website. And just much both of

those. And the last one which is in prototype stage. And almost tooling stage at the moment is a

product which I won't tell you the name just yet but it is to stabilize, can cups, glasses bottles that

don't have stems.

34:41

Whoo. That sounds that sounds interesting.

34:45

And I tell you if I had $1 already for all the people that have bought glass on the grass for their

wine loving partners that say What about me? Well, this is the one about me,

34:55

OK. , how far away Do you think you are from launch? Look, if we had the money today, it would

be today. So we're just sort of, you know, just looking at our funding to see but in the very, very

near future. Stay tuned for that one.

35:09

Alrighty. Well, Lee I was really impressed when I saw glass on the grass

35:14

It hards hard to say, people say they have heard it befores.
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35:16

I think that I'll have to be careful after I've had a couple glass on the grass. it it's it's it's a simple

thing, but it just would make life so much easier. When you're out caravanning camping

picnicking on the boat, sitting at home in the backyard, it would just make things so much easier

to use your glass on the glass on a grass product. So everyone, you need to go to the website

glass on the grass.com. Well Lee I want to thank you for your time.

35:50

Oh, look, thank you. And look, I'll let you all in on the sacred at the moment. We've got free

shipping online and which is awesome and great but if any of the podcast listeners if you use the

coupon code if you're familiar with how that works. Camping, you'll always get free shipping.

Okay,

36:08

so there's a there's a bit of a scoop and exclusive for you our podcast listeners when you need to

buy your products from glass on the grass, use camping at the checkout on the coupon code. Lee,

thanks very much. It was great chatting with you.

36:25

Look, thanks Shane, we really appreciate that. It's great within small business like ours. It's

wonderful to get out there. So thank you. We really appreciate it and lovely to meet you all in

there on the road. I hope

36:36

Absolutely. With with our glass of wine in a glass on a grass. enjoying it all. Cheers, thanks. Bye.

Well, we hope you enjoyed our first episode. In the next episode, we will have a caravanning with

kids theme, as well as our usual segments. Adventures On The Road. We'd like to thank our

sponsors Caravanning Queensland, On The Road magazine, Family Parks, What's up Downunder

and the Big Red Bash? Don't forget to visit our Facebook page and website adventures on the

road.com.au for more information and links to our sponsors websites. We look forward to you

coming along with us on our next episode of adventures on the road. Until next time, I'm Shane

have a Safe Journey.
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